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The topology of a compact space is, as well known, characterized by the 

lattice of its closed basis. 

The purpose of this paper is to establish analogons theories in the case 

of complete uniform spaces, i.e. we characterize the uniform topology of a 

uniform space by the lattice of its uniform basis. Obviously, it is impossible 

to characterize the uniform topology of a complete space by the lattice of an 

arbitrary uniform basisl), for every metric space bas the same lattice of uniform 

ba sis {IJ.Jê1, IJ.Jêz, IJ.Jêa, ... .f. 
For example, let us consider the reason why the ring of ali continuous 

functions characterizes the topology of a compact space. Then we shall see 

that it is the reason that for an arbitrary point a and its arbitrary neighbour

hood U, there exists a continuons function 1 such that /(a)=O, /(x)=l (xE V"). 

Similarly if we assume the existence of uniform coverings with sorne local 

properties in the lattice of uniform basis, then we can characterize the uniform 

topology of a complete uniform spac~ by such a lattice. 

We concern ourselves with the lattice L(R) of uniform basis of a complete 

uniform space R, satisfying the following conditions, 

1) if IJJê.,, IJJêv E L(R), then IJJê., X IJ.Jê11 E L(R), 

2) if IJJê?JL(.R), then tor an arbitrary MEIJJê there exists l))è(M) in L(R) 

such that i) M $ IJ.Jê(M) ; 

ii) IJJê ?J M'::PM implies M' E IJ.Jê(M), 

3) for an arbitrary point a ER and its arbitrary neighbourhood V(a), there 

exists IJ.Jê'(U(a)) in L(R) such that S(a, IJ.Jê'(V(a)))CV(a)2), for a unifm·m 

covering IJJè'(a) definedtor a, a$MEIJJê'(V(a)) implies M$1JJê'(a), 

or 2') if IJJê E L(R), then for an arbitrary ME IJ.Jê, there exists IJ.Jê(M) in L(.R) 

such that i) M $ IJJè(M) ; 

ii) M' E IJJè, M'):JM imply M' E IJ.Jê(M), 

3') for an arbitrary point a ER and its arbitrary neighbourhood V(a), 

1) If L(R) is a set of open uniform coverings of R, and if for every uniform covering U of 
R, there exists sorne element IJJ( of L(R) such that IJJI<U, then we cali L(R) a uniform 
basis of R. 

2) S(a,IJ)è)=U{MiaEMEI)Jn. 


